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Chapter 591 Caspian Gets Angry 

Inside the hall, Caspian had already learned about the brutal beating of 
Alicia and Henry. 

At this moment, he was watching the video of the Stewart siblings being 
beaten on a tablet. 

Seeing Robert being so cruel, Caspian was extremely furious. 

Caspian didn’t sympathize with Henry. After all, Henry had long 
harbored thoughts of betraying the country. He was in this state all 
because of his own doings. 

Henry cried and screamed, even begging for mercy. Alicia gritted her 
teeth and endured. In comparison, she was much stronger than her 
brother. 

Caspian wanted to go and kill Robert immediately, but there were still 

ten 

minutes before he could act. 

If he acted now, it might catch the soldiers off guard. 

Caspian had to consider the bigger picture and couldn’t let the Stewart 

siblings disrupt the entire plan. 

He could only wait and hope that they could endure the beating. 

At this moment, Caspian noticed Willow anxiously rushing out. 

“Willow, why did you come out? Is there something wrong?” he asked. 

He had previously instructed her to stay in the room. 

“Hubby, Alicia and her brother have been beaten to a pulp. Did you 

receive any report about this?” Willow inquired. 



“I know about this. There’s a live video feed,” Caspian replied. 

Willow saw the footage of the Stewart siblings being beaten on the tablet. 

“Why aren’t you doing anything? Are you going to watch them being 

beaten to death?” Willow asked anxiously. 

“I promised to save them, and I’ll keep my word. But the timing is not 
right yet,” Caspian answered. 

“They’re badly hurt now. How much longer do you have to wait for the 
right time? Any later, and they’ll be dead!” Willow anxiously exclaimed. 
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“Don’t meddle in this matter. I have my own plans.” As the God of War, 
Caspian needed to consider the welfare of all his soldiers. 

He wouldn’t change his mind just because of a few words from Willow. 

“Alicia and Henry were indeed mean to us before, but can you really just 

watch them being beaten to death because of this? 

“You’re the Diatoranian God of War. Surely, you won’t hold a grudge for 
past trifles? 

“Although I’ve cut ties with the Stewart family, I can’t bear to see them 
beaten to death. Please, go save them quickly,” Willow urged after seeing 

Caspian unmoved. 

“Shut up! If there’s nothing more, go back to the bedroom!” Caspian 

impatiently 

said. 

He didn’t want Willow meddling in military affairs or giving him orders. 

When Willow saw Caspian getting mad, she felt frustrated. However, she 
didn’t dare to argue with him as he looked authoritative. 



Willow stomped her slender legs and returned to her room, where she 
slammed the door forcefully. 

This was the first time Caspian scolded her since they got married. 

“Lord Caspian! Task Force Rose sent over a piece of news!” An 
intelligence 

officer ran over to report. 

“What news?” Caspian inquired. 

“Robert has changed the position of his own guards. There’s a new 
intelligence map!” the intelligence officer replied. 

At these words, Caspian was taken aback. The war was about to begin, 
and Robert unexpectedly made such a move. It was quite unexpected, 
indeed. 

“The intelligence this time is a bit different from before. Robert changed 
the guards‘ position around 8:30 pm,” the intelligence officer added. 

“Bring me the file and let me have a look,” Caspian said, instantly 
becoming serious. 

There were only about ten minutes left until the war started. 

“Yes!” 

The intelligence officer respectfully handed the map to Caspian. 
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After carefully reviewing it, Caspian noticed significant changes 

compared to the previous information. 

“Why did Task Force Rose take so long to deliver this intelligence?” he 

asked. 



With only ten minutes until the missile launch in the South Aridlands 
War Zone, rearranging everything would probably be too late. 

“Task Force Rose encountered enemy forces. Captain Laina fought 

desperately against the enemy, buying time for other members to 

transmit the intelligence. After escaping danger, they sent us this map,” 
the intelligence officer earnestly answered. 

Hearing this, Caspian understood what had happened. Task Force Rose 

was exposed, leading to the current situation. 

“Is Laina safe now?” Caspian asked. 

“According to the news from Task Force Rose, Laina is surrounded by 
enemy forces. Her current situation is unknown, but the outlook is grim,” 

the intelligence officer replied with lowered eyes. 

Upon hearing this, Caspian’s face darkened. Laina was an excellent 

warrior, but… 

Immediately, Caspian adjusted his mood. Sacrifices were inevitable in 

war. He couldn’t let the incident with Task Force Rose affect his 

emotions. 

“Immediately transmit the intelligence map to the South Aridlands War 

Zone. Inform Benjamin to have the missiles repositioned to target the 
enemy’s new positions! Our strike time still remains!” Caspian ordered. 

He had no intention of changing the original plan. Time was running out, 
and changing the plan would be too late. 

Besides, the Stewart siblings were currently in great danger. Any further 
delay would cost them their lives. 

The sudden change of plan would also demoralize the originally high–
spirited soldiers. Therefore, Caspian intended to proceed according to the 
original plan. “Yes!” The intelligence officer took the map and ran out. 

Inside the room, Zoey noticed that Willow’s expression wasn’t right. 



“Willow, why are you so upset?” she asked. 

“Caspian is upsetting me. He refuses to save Alicia and Henry!” Willow 
answered 
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“Willow, don’t be anxious. Caspian has definitely considered all the 
possibilities before doing this,” Zoey reassured. 

“I think he’s intentionally delaying time,” Willow said. 

“How can you say that? Rescuing Alicia from the general of Vadesia is 
definitely not an easy task. 

“Robert is clearly trying to provoke Caspian by livestreaming the beating 
of the Stewart siblings. He wants Caspian to lose all rationality and act 
recklessly. “Robert is definitely hoping that Caspian will appear now. 

There may be many forces waiting for Caspian at the Hudson residence!” 
Zoey analyzed. 

Listening to her explanation, Willow suddenly realized her oversight. 

“I’ll apologize to Caspian right away. I was too impatient.” Willow 
regretted her impulsive actions. 

“Let him do his work for now. We’ll just stay here quietly,” Zoey 
suggested. 

“Okay, I’ll send a message to Dad.” Willow picked up her phone and 
dialed Carl’s number. 

語 
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Laina ran south to escape, but Kenzie and the enemy soldiers didn’t give 
up the pursuit. 



She continued to navigate through the houses, attempting to shake the 
enemy off. However, being unfamiliar with the geography of Southlake 

City, she accidentally ended up near the Archer residence. 
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Chapter 592 Infiltrating the Archer Residence 

There was no turning back for Laina at this point. Soldiers from Astronia 

had surrounded the Archer residence. 

She knew the Champion of Astronia, Viktor, was in the Archer residence. 

With no choice left, Laina decided to take a risk and infiltrate the house! 

No one would ever predict that she would hide right under the nose of 
the enemy! 

Taking advantage of the night, Laina quietly approached the edge of the 
Archer residence. 

However, the area was heavily guarded. 

To enter, Laina would need to exert some effort. 

The enemy chasing after her was getting closer, leaving little time for 

her. 

Not to mention, her arm was still bleeding from the gunshot wound. 

After contemplating her options, Laina decided to take a bold move. She 
grabbed 

a grenade and threw it directly at the wall of the Archer residence. 

Suddenly, a deafening sound echoed. 

Viktor’s subordinates were alarmed. 

“What’s going on? Quick, have a look! Is it an attack by the 

Diatoranians?” a general yelled. 



The Champion of Astronia was still inside the residence. If anything went 
wrong, they couldn’t afford the consequences. 

With that, the soldiers grabbed their guns and rushed toward the location 

of the explosion. 

When Laina saw that the soldiers were drawn away, she immediately 
leaped over the wall and entered the villa. 

Many guards inside also heard the explosion and rushed outside. 

If someone attacked and harmed Viktor, they would be in trouble. 

It was nighttime and Laina’s vision wasn’t the greatest to begin with, but 
she managed to jump into the garden of the Archer residence. With the 

flowers and plants shielding her, she was safe. 

But she didn’t plan to stay there for long. 
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Soldiers would likely patrol here, and staying put could expose her. 

Seizing the opportunity, Laina jumped into a window. 

There was no one in the house. 

Without much thought, she hid in a closet. 

She only needed to hide for a while as when Caspian took action, Viktor 
would definitely be busy. 

By then, she could find a way to escape. 

338 

At Riverside Villa, Willow was on the phone with Carl. 

“Dad, Caspian just told me he’ll definitely save them,” Willow said. 

“How much longer do we have to wait?” Carl asked. 



“Soon, I guess. Let’s be patient a little longer.” Willow didn’t know when 
was the specific time as she had no idea about Caspian’s plan. 

“Do we still need to wait? Why is Caspian not leading an army there 

now?” Carl inquired. 

“Dad! Caspian is the overall commander. He can’t disrupt the plan 
because of Alicia and Henry. You know this. Let’s wait a little longer,” 
she explained. 

“I’m afraid if we keep waiting, they’ll be in grave danger,” he said. 

“I’m anxious too, but I can’t interfere in military matters,” Willow 
explained. 

“Alright. I hope Caspian takes action soon,” Carl said. 

“Let’s leave it at that. Tell others that Caspian will definitely take action,” 

Willow said before ending the call. 

She could only share what she knew, but she had no idea how long they 

would have to wait. 

After Carl hung up, Melinda asked anxiously, “Carl, what did Willow 
say?” 

“Willow said Caspian will definitely save them,” Carl replied. 

“When? Why can’t he act now?” Melinda asked. 

“Alicia and Henry fell into Robert’s hands. Robert is the Champion of 

Vadesia. A well–thought–out plan is needed to rescue them,” he 
explained. 

“Caspian is just delaying. He might be waiting for Alicia and Henry to be 
beaten 
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“Mom! What are you implying? Caspian is the overall commander. His 
words are definitely trustworthy,” Carl said impatiently. 

“If he genuinely wanted to save them, he would’ve acted already. Alicia 

and Henry have been in Robert’s hands for hours, and Caspian still hasn’t 

done anything. He’s probably deceiving us and has no intention to step 
in!” Marilyn declared. 

“Mom’s right. We didn’t treat Caspian well before, and he must hold a 

grudge. We shouldn’t rely on Caspian now,” Donald said. 

“Who should we turn to? Only Caspian has the ability to save them. Are 

we 

supposed to go and save them ourselves?” Carl said helplessly. 

“Don’t joke. If we go, it’s practically sending ourselves to our deaths!” 
Marilyn furrowed her brows. 

“Then let’s continue waiting,” Carl suggested. 

After receiving the latest intelligence map, Benjamin began repositioning 
the missiles. 

He planned to launch the missiles precisely at 9:00 pm. 

By now, Caspian was already outside Riverside Villa. He looked at the 
members of Phoenix Vanguard and said, “Are you all ready? We’re going 

to cut off Robert’s head!” 

The members of Phoenix Vanguard were astonished. 

Only Macy looked indifferent. 

They were surprised that the Diatoranian God of War would personally 
join them in beheading the enemy. 

However, they didn’t dare to question his orders. 



Being able to carry out a mission under the leadership of Lord Caspian 
was an immense honor. 

“Listen carefully. Our main mission this time is to eliminate Robert, the 

Champion of Vadesia. The secondary mission is to rescue Alicia and 
Henry! Be prepared as this mission is very dangerous,” Caspian 
instructed. 

“Understood!” responded the members of the Phoenix Vanguard. 
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Caspian checked the time, and there were five minutes left until the 
agreed–upon time. 

The armored battalion and 150,000 soldiers were all ready for action. 

The missiles in the South Aridlands War Zone would sound the charge 
and blast Robert’s defense forces. Afterward, the Hurricane Missiles 
would be launched to annihilate the enemy’s naval forces. 

At that time, Robert and Viktor would be helpless and would, without a 
doubt, face death! 

As long as they were able to kill Robert, Vadesia’s forces would be 
leaderless and fall into chaos. 

After eliminating Vadesia’s forces, dealing with Viktor would be easy. 

Caspian had also informed Sylvia and Desmond in advance to join the 

battle at 9: 00 pm. 

Meanwhile, his armored battalion would be deployed to obstruct Viktor’s 

reinforcements. 

If Robert learned that the forces near the Hudson residence had been hit 

by missiles, he would immediately seek help from Viktor. 



After all, their two countries were allies, and Viktor would not stand idly 
by. 

Caspian had thought of this early on, and this was the true purpose of the 

armored battalion. 

Without any backup, Robert could only wait for death. 

Caspian divided the 150,000 soldiers in Southlake City into four groups. 

He deployed them in the east, west, north, and south of Southlake City to 
engage and annihilate the enemy forces. 
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Chapter 593 Exposed 
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At this moment, at the Archer residence, Viktor’s guards were surveying 

the 

surroundings. They saw a dent in the wall from being blasted but found 

nothing unusual. 

They didn’t notice any suspicious individuals around. 

So, the guards quickly returned to their positions. 

They feared that any unexpected incidents might happen, especially an 

assassination attempt on Robert. 

Hearing the explosion, Viktor and the Archer family members walked out 
of the living room to investigate. 

“What’s going on?” Viktor asked. 

“Report! There was an explosion outside just now!” said the leader of the 

guards. “What? Was it a bomb?” Viktor inquired. 



“It seems so. We checked the area but found no suspicious person,” 
replied the leader. 

“Increase the number of guards on patrol. We must keep the villa safe,” 

ordered Viktor. 

“Understood!” The leader nodded. 

After a few minutes, Kenzie arrived with a group of soldiers. 

“Who are you people?” a guard asked sternly. 

They raised their guns at Kenzie and the soldiers from Vadesia. 

They recognized them as soldiers from Vadesia, but with Viktor inside 

the villa, they couldn’t allow unrelated individuals to approach. 

“I’m Kenzie. A spy from Diatoran has escaped. We tracked her here, but 

she suddenly disappeared. She might’ve entered the Archer residence. I 
came to inform Champion Viktor!” Kenzie quickly explained. 

“We have hundreds of soldiers patrolling here. There’s no way anyone 

could have entered the villa,” the guard replied. 

“What about the explosion just now?” Kenzie asked. 
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“It was likely a missile from Diatoran. We’ve checked carefully, and there 
are no suspicious persons nearby,” said the guard. 

“How could it be a missile? Don’t you find it strange? Maybe you’ve been 
deceived. That spy might’ve entered the Archer residence. I need to see 
Champion Viktor and do a thorough search of the Archer residence!” 

Kenzie insisted. 

As a spy, Kenzie’s mind worked differently from others. 

Hearing his words, the guards found it reasonable. 



“Wait here. I’ll report to Champion immediately,” said a guard before 
rushing into the villa. 

When the leader saw the anxiousness of his soldier, he asked, “Who 

allowed you to leave your post?” 

“There are hundreds of Vadesia soldiers outside the villa. They said a spy 
from Diatoran might’ve entered the Archer residence. Also, someone 
named Kenzie wants to see the Champion,” the guard replied. 

“Nonsense! Mr. Viktor lives here. Who are they to search the 
perimeters?” The leader’s expression darkened. 

“In that case, I’ll get them to leave.” The guard turned to leave. 

“Hold on,” Viktor spoke at this moment. 

“Champion, do you have any instructions?” the guard nervously asked. 

“Bring them in,” Viktor said. 

“Champion, we can’t let soldiers from Vadesia enter casually,” the guard 

leader said anxiously. 

“We’re allies with Vadesia; they won’t harm me. If there’s really a spy, 

it’ll be detrimental to us.” 

“We have hundreds of people patrolling here. How could anyone 

infiltrate? It’s impossible!” the leader of the guards said with 
determination. 

“Then how do you explain the explosion just now? Maybe it was an 
intentional act by the spy to divert your attention. Although it was a 
short time, it would’ve been enough for the spy to sneak into the villa!” 

Viktor said. 

“You’re right, Champion. I’ll bring them in right away.” The leader of the 
guards didn’t dare to defy Viktor’s wishes. 



He quickly went outside and said to Kenzie, “Champion Viktor said you 
can enter. 
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Kenzie and the leader of the Vadesia soldiers took twenty soldiers with 
them and entered the villa. The others remained outside. 

“Champion Viktor, I’m Kenzie,” Kenzie politely greeted Viktor. 

“Who’s this spy you’re talking about?” Viktor asked. 

“It’s a woman. We have information that she’s from Diatoran’s Task 
Force Rose, “Kenzie answered. 

“Task Force Rose? Are you sure she entered the Archer residence?” Viktor 
was surprised. 

He had heard of Task Force Rose before. 

“Yes. We tracked her here, but she suddenly disappeared. It’s very likely 

that she entered the Archer residence,” Kenzie replied. 

“Search every room!” Viktor instructed. 

With that, Kenzie and the soldiers of Vadesia began searching the villa. 

Viktor also ordered his subordinates to conduct a thorough search to see 

if anyone had infiltrated the villa. 

Upon hearing the news, the Archer family cooperated obediently. 

Inside the closet, Laina heard the commotion outside and understood 
what was happening. 

It was dangerous for her to continue hiding here. 

But she had no choice and could only continue hiding there. 

Suddenly, footsteps approached from outside. 



The person opening the door was Nicholas. He knew that someone had 
infiltrated the villa, so he was conducting room–to–room searches to 

capture the intruder. If he succeeded, Viktor would undoubtedly 
appreciate his efforts. 

Nicholas carefully inspected the room but found nothing unusual. 

He checked under the bed and behind the curtains, but there was no one. 

Just as he was about to leave, he noticed a few drops of blood on the 
floor. 

Seeing this, Nicholas‘ heart began to race. 

3/4 
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He examined the bloodstains and then looked at the closet. It was the 
only place he hadn’t checked in the room. 

With that, he slowly approached the closet. 

As Laina listened to Nicholas‘ approaching footsteps, she realized that 
she might’ve been exposed. 

Now, she had to take a desperate gamble. 

Laina took out her gun. 

Nicholas wanted to take all the credit for himself, so he didn’t call for 

help from others. 

He cautiously approached the closet and slowly opened the door. 

Then, he saw a beautiful woman hiding inside, holding a gun aimed at 
him. 

Seeing this, Nicholas was frightened to the core. 

“Don’t make a sound and don’t run, or you’ll be dead,” Laina said. 



She knew who he was as she had investigated Nicholas‘ identity before. 

He had long betrayed the country. 

If it weren’t for the fear of exposure, she would’ve shot him on the spot. 

“Alright! I won’t move. Be careful. What if the gun accidentally goes off?” 
Nicholas nervously said. 

He regretted it now. If he had called for help just now, he wouldn’t be in 
this situation. 

Now, he was in trouble as he had become a hostage. 

“If you dare to scream, I’ll kill you first!” Laina said fiercely. 

“Don’t worry, I’m not that stupid,” Nicholas replied fearfully. 

However, he was thinking of a way out. He couldn’t just sit and wait for 
death. 

If she managed to escape, he would be in trouble. 

Just as Laina was about to leave the closet, urgent footsteps sounded in 

the corridor. 
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Chapter 594 Laina Is Captured 

Laina quickly returned to the closet. 

“Nicholas, your family has betrayed the country. After Diatoran wins, 
you’ll undoubtedly face death. Now, here’s a chance for you. As long as 
you don’t expose me, I can guarantee your safety,” Laina said, holding a 

gun. 

“Okay, I’ll do as you say,” Nicholas said. 



“When someone comes in, just say there’s no one in this room,” she 
instructed. 

Laina had no better options now. She could only hope that Nicholas 

would see 

reason. 

“I understand.” He nodded. He would say anything to keep himself safe. 

“If you lie to me, I’ll make sure Diatoran soldiers eliminate the entire 
Archer family. We’re all Diatoranians, so you’d better think it over.” 

Laina had to take a gamble. 

As the footsteps approached, she holstered her gun, hid inside the closet, 

and 

closed the door. 

When Nicholas saw this, he hurriedly left the room. 

Coincidentally, Kenzie and the leader of the Vadesia soldiers, along with 

some guards, arrived. 

“Mr. Archer, is there anything unusual here?” Kenzie asked. 

Nicholas‘ eyes were avoiding Kenzie’s gaze, but he didn’t directly answer 
the question. 

He took a few steps outside and then shouted loudly, “The spy is in that 
room!” 

Hearing the voices from outside, Laina was instantly furious. 

She regretted not shooting Nicholas, the traitor, when she had the 
chance. 

But it was too late for regrets. 



When Kenzie and the rest heard this, they were delighted and instantly 
surrounded the room. 

At that moment, Lainá jumped out of the closet with a gun in her hand. 

She frantically pulled the trigger. Since she couldn’t escape, she might as 
well take down a few enemies before dying. 
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Shrill screams echoed as the soldiers who first entered the room were all 
shot and fell to the ground. 

Kenzie and the others were shocked by this scene and dared not enter. 

The other soldiers raised their guns and began firing into the room. 

Rapid gunfire ensued. 

Seeing this, Laina lay on the floor as she had nowhere to run. 

All of the bullets hit the wall. 

Laina continued to fire a few more shots and several soldiers were hit 

and fell. 

Suddenly, she ran out of bullets. 

In desperation, she tried to jump out the window, but the soldiers outside 
had already rushed in. 

Helpless, Laina could only pick up the fallen guns from the dead soldiers. 

“She’s out of bullets! Capture her!” Kenzie immediately ordered. 

There was only one possible reason why Laina had stopped firing–it was 
because she ran out of bullets. 

Kenzie didn’t order his men to kill her immediately as he wanted to 

extract some information about Diatoran. 



The soldiers rushed toward the room again. 

The moment Laina picked up the gun left by a dead soldier, she saw a 
group of soldiers rushing in. 

She didn’t hesitate to continue firing. 

Several more soldiers fell to the ground. 

They were confused as they thought she had run out of bullets. 

These soldiers ended up dead. 

But this didn’t stop the others. They gritted their teeth and charged. 

Soon, Laina ran out of bullets again. 

Now, with no way to escape, she pulled out a dagger from her waist. 

Cold light flashed inside the room as the dagger cut through the enemy’s 
neck, causing blood to gush. 
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These soldiers were all stunned. They were surprised that Laina was still 
so formidable despite being injured. It was beyond their expectations. 

The remaining soldiers dared not continue the fight. They turned and fled 

from the room. 

Nicholas, who was standing outside the room, witnessed everything. He 

couldn’t help but gulp nervously. 

This woman was so terrifying that so many men weren’t able to capture 

her! 

Nicholas had betrayed her. If Laina survived this, he would be a dead 

meat! 



“Who allowed you to retreat! Charge! Capture her at all costs!” The 
leader of the soldiers was furious when he saw his subordinates scared 

out of their wits. Without hesitation, he shot the fleeing soldiers. 

Several soldiers died at the hands of their own leader. 

“Let me see who dares to run away!” the leader roared. 

The soldiers who ran out of the room were now terrified. 

They had no choice but to charge back into the room. 

If they didn’t, they would undoubtedly die; if they captured Laina, there 
might be a glimmer of hope. 

Laina had been enduring the pain in her arm, but now, she was on the 
verge of collapse. 

The soldiers kept charging in, and she managed to kill some, but she was 
finally exhausted. 

In the end, Laina was captured! 

At Riverside Villa, Caspian had been checking the time. There were only 
three minutes remaining. 

The members of Phoenix Vanguard were ready, waiting in the tank. As 
soon as Caspian gave the order, they would charge out. 

The armored battalion had also boarded the tanks. 

Over a thousand armored vehicles and tracked vehicles started their 
engines. The rumbling sound echoed in all directions. 

When Willow and Zoey heard the noise, they ran out of the villa to see 
what 

སད 
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As soon as they stepped out, they saw Caspian sitting in a tank. 

“Hubby! Where are you going?” Willow shouted. 

“Willow, I’m going to attack Robert.” Caspian felt there was no need to 

hide the truth anymore. 

“But you’re the overall commander. There’s no need for you to personally 
take action,” Willow said. 

“Robert is too arrogant. I need to kill him on my own!” he declared with a 
determined look. 

“Robert intentionally released that video to provoke you. If you go now, 
you’ll definitely fall into his trap. Let your subordinates handle it. Can 

you not go?” she said anxiously. 

“It’s normal to have casualties in war. I’ve been fighting in the north and 

south for many years, and I’ve long set aside thoughts of life and death. I 
must defeat Robert!” Caspian stated. 

He didn’t reveal the complete battle plan. 

“If you leave, who’ll protect me? What if the enemy attacks the villa?” 
Willow asked. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll leave some armored soldiers behind to protect the 
villa,” Caspian reassured. 

He had already considered this earlier. Although a hundred armored 
soldiers might not be many, they were enough to defend the villa. 

“Stay safe. I’ll be waiting for you to return,” Willow said with affection. 

She knew she couldn’t stop him. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll definitely come back safely.” Caspian smiled. 
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Chapter 595 Confession 

At the Hudson residence, the soldiers of Vadesia continued to brutally 
beat the Stewart siblings. 

Alicia had been pampered since childhood, and this was the first time she 
was beaten to such an extreme. 

Her body was covered in wounds, and she was on the verge of passing 

out due to excessive bleeding. 

I 

Henry, who had never suffered before, was also struggling to hold on. 

“Alicia, you’re suffering such a beating because you didn’t join Vadesia! If 
you had come with the Hudson family, you wouldn’t have ended up like 
this!” Richard spoke casually. 

“Richard, you traitor! You’ll have a miserable end! Once Diatoran defeats 
Vadesia and Astronia, you’ll undoubtedly face death!” Alicia cursed. 

“You bitch, you dare to insult me?” he shouted. 

“General Valez, this foul woman dares to insult me. Can I teach her a 

lesson?” Richard asked. 

“Of course! Whatever you want to do is up to you.” Robert nodded. 

“Good!” Richard walked over with a smile. 

He took the iron whip and ruthlessly lashed Alicia, saying, “You bitch! I’ll 
whip you until 

you can’t speak! I’ll beat you to death!” 

Richard was exerting himself greatly to showcase his performance in 

front of Robert. 

There wasn’t an inch of Alicia’s body that wasn’t wounded. 



“Ricard, you asshole! You won’t have a good end! If you were a man, 
you’d kill me!” Alicia gritted her teeth. 

“You’re still defiant, huh? I might as well save myself the trouble of 

divorcing you. I can marry any kind of woman I want when you’re dead!” 

Richard said as he lifted the whip again. 

Seeing Richard ruthlessly hitting his sister, Henry roared, “Richard, my 
sister is your wife. How can you do this? You’re an asshole!” 

When Richard heard Henry’s curses, he lashed her even harder. 
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“She’s just a brainless woman! How dare she be so defiant!” Richard 

cursed. 

“Richard, I didn’t expect you to be so heartless. I will haunt you even 

after I die!” Henry roared. 

“Originally, you could’ve joined me in seeking help from Vadesia. But 

because of Alicia, you’re in this miserable state. Yet, you still stand by her 
side?” Richard asked. 

“I regret it. I shouldn’t have listened to your persuasion. You’re 

delusional. In the eyes of Vadesia, we’re worthless. Sooner or later, you’ll 
die at their hands. Richard, stop now. There’s still time!” Henry advised. 

“This guy is full of evil intentions. Beat him until he can’t speak!” Robert 
furrowed his brows. 

Meanwhile, in the Archer residence, Laina was kept in a room. 

Only when Nicholas saw that she was caught did he dare to approach. 

“Who are you?” Viktor asked her. 

Laina merely stared at him, not saying a word. 



“Champion Viktor, she’s the leader of Task Force Rose, Laina Barnes!” 
Kenzie said. 

He had just ordered his men to investigate Laina’s identity. 

“She’s the leader? Great! This is good for us!” Viktor exclaimed. 

“Yes! I’m also surprised. I didn’t expect this woman to have such a 
background,” Kenzie said excitedly. 

“Since she’s the leader, she must have a lot of intelligence. Torture and 
question her to see if we can extract useful information,” Viktor said. 

“Understood! Leave this matter to me!” Kenzie said confidently. 

“Good! I hope you can get some important information,” Viktor said 
before returning to his room. 

As the Champion of Vadesia, he had no interest in interrogation matters. 
Kenzie ordered his men to hold Laina down on the bed and tie up her 
limbs. Now, she was lying on the bed facing the ceiling above her. 

Seeing such a beautiful woman, the soldiers of Vadesia couldn’t hold in 
their 
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“Laina, what’s your real intention for infiltrating?” Kenzie began 

questioning. “I originally wanted to save Alicia, but I was exposed, so I 
escaped quickly.” Laina made up a reason. 

There was no way she would reveal her intentions. 

“Stop fooling me. You hadn’t been exposed then, and we haven’t sounded 

you out. Were you preparing to flee after completing a mission? Tell me, 
what’s your real purpose!” he asked angrily. 

“What could my purpose be? I’ve said everything I have to say. It’s 
whether 



up to you 

you want to believe me or not,” she answered coldly. “Don’t waste my 
time. I’ll ask you again, did you get any information? If you don’t speak, 

don’t blame me for being rude!” Kenzie said harshly. 

He didn’t want to spend too much time on this. He knew that Laina 
wasn’t telling the truth. 

“I just wanted to save Alicia. That’s all I have to say.” Laina would never 
reveal Caspian’s battle plan. 

Since the battle was starting soon, Robert’s army would undoubtedly be 
blown to pieces if she just held out for a little longer. 

“It seems you only respond to force. Execute now!” Kenzie waved his 
hand. 

“Which torture device should we use?” a subordinate asked. 

“Use electric shock to let her experience the feeling of being better off 

dead!” Kenzie said. 

“Got it!” The subordinate brought over two electric wires. 

They removed Laina’s boots and directed the electric wires to the soles of 
her feet. 

The next moment, Laina shook all over as her whole body trembled due 
to the electric shock. 

But she continued to endure without uttering a word. 

Ten seconds passed, and her face turned pale. 

“Stop for now,” Kenzie ordered. 

If Laina was electrocuted to death, it would be a loss. 

॥ 



“Laina, are you still not confessing?” Kenzie asked. 
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Hearing this, Laina turned her head. She was prepared to resist to the 

end. “Continue to shock her! I don’t believe she won’t talk!” Kenzie said 
angrily. 

Several of his subordinates started placing the electric wires on Laina’s 

soles again. 

She endured the pain, still refusing to speak. 

Now that she was weak, her expression looked bad. 

“You still won’t talk?” Kenzie had lost all of his patience. 

“Kill me. I have nothing to say to you!” Laina said firmly. 

“Fine! Looks like electric shock doesn’t work on you,” Kenzie said. 

He understood that making her speak wasn’t an easy task. 

Laina remained silent as she intended to resist until Caspian started the 

battle! 

She would never reveal the information. 

“Mr. Archer, do you think Laina is pretty?” Kenzie suddenly looked at 
Nicholas and asked. 

“Her beauty is out of the world!” Nicholas was a bit confused as he didn’t 
understand Kenzie’s intentions. 

“It seems that you like her very much. In that case, you can deal with her. 
Do whatever you want to her!” Kenzie smirked. 
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When Laina heard Kenzie’s words, her whole body trembled in shock. 
Viktor was too ruthless. He wanted to use such a way to make her 

submit. 

Nicholas was overjoyed upon hearing this. 

However, he was a bit puzzled and asked, “Mr. Kenzie, why would you let 

me enjoy such a beautiful woman? Why don’t you enjoy her yourself?” 

“Hahaha! I’m rewarding you for your unwavering loyalty to Astronia,” 

Kenzie answered. 

Instantly, Nicholas was delighted and was even certain that he had made 

the right choice to join Astronia. 

“Mr. Archer, don’t just stand there. Hurry up and enjoy yourself!” Kenzie 

chuckled. 

He wanted to quickly extract information from Laina. 

“Alright!” Nicholas became excited. 

Seeing Nicholas approaching with an evil grin, Laina felt extremely 

fearful. 

She wasn’t afraid of beatings or torture. 

But she was afraid of being violated. After all, she was still a virgin and 
didn’t want to be defiled by an asshole! 

“Nicholas, you jerk! If you dare to touch me, I’ll tear you into a thousand 
pieces!” Laina struggled but couldn’t move as she was bound to the bed. 

“Hahahah! Kill me? What gives you the right to kill me? Today, I’ll have 
my way with you in front of everyone!” Nicholas said excitedly. 

“You asshole! Monster! The soldiers of Diatoran will beat you to a pulp!” 

Laina fiercely retorted. 



“Stop bluffing. You can’t even save yourself now yet you dare to threaten 
me?” Nicholas said with a laugh. 

At this moment, Kenzie stepped forward and said, “Laina, I’m sure you 

don’t want to be violated, right? If you’re willing to reveal Diatoran’s 

plans now, I can spare you.” 

Letting Nicholas have his way with Laina was just Kenzie’s idea to get the 
information from her. 
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“I have nothing to say to you!” Laina refused to yield. 

She would never reveal Caspian’s battle plans. 

The war was starting soon, and she would rather sacrifice her virginity 
than harm Diatoran. 

“You’re still defiant! Don’t blame me for not showing mercy!” Kenzie 

didn’t expect Laina to be so difficult to deal with. 

He turned to Nicholas and said, “Mr. Archer, go ahead!” 

Nicholas nodded with a smile and approached Laina. 

The soldiers around witnessing this scene felt unsatisfied. 

They risked their lives to capture Laina, and now Kenzie was letting 

Nicholas enjoy her. 

Nicholas didn’t help at all and even ran as far away as he could just now. 

However, they dared not complain. 

Nicholas looked at Laina. But with dozens of people around, he felt a bit 
awkward. “Can you guys leave?” 



“Mr. Archer, it’s more enjoyable to do it in front of so many people! Let’s 
get started!” Kenzie said. 

Nicholas felt embarrassed. In the past, he would definitely pounce on a 

beauty like Laina without hesitation. 

But with so many people watching, he didn’t know how to start. 

At Riverside Villa, Caspian checked the time. There was a little over a 

minute left. 

Report, Lord Caspian! Champion Benjamin is on the line!” an intelligence 

officer ran over with a satellite phone. 

“Champion Benjamin, what’s the matter?” Caspian asked, picking up the 

phone. 

“Lord Caspian, the missile positions have been changed according to the 

newest intelligence. Everything is ready!” 

“Good! Let’s wait for the action,” Caspian said. 

“Understood!” Benjamin replied. 

After hanging up the phone, Caspian looked at Willow and said, “Honey, 

I’m. 
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“Okay. You must come back safely. I’ll wait for you,” Willow said 
reluctantly but could only watch Caspian leave. 

At the Archer residence, Nicholas had arrived at Laina’s side. 

Helplessly, Nicholas tore open Laina’s clothes. 

Laina’s face darkened as she gave Nicholas a death stare. If looks could 

kill, he would’ve died by now. 



Seeing her fierce gaze, he felt a little frightened. 

Now, Nicholas‘ thoughts of feeling awkward were long gone. He was 
prepared to 

tear off her clothes. 

People around were eager to see Laina’s figure, but Nicholas‘ hesitation 
made the process slow down. 

Just as Nicholas‘ hands were about to touch Laina’s clothes, a deafening 
roar echoed from outside. 

Everyone was stunned, unsure of what had happened. They all rushed 
out. 

Nicholas also ran out. He was extremely afraid of Laina. 

When Laina heard the roar, she finally relaxed. 

She knew that the battle had begun! 

Viktor and the Archer family were bewildered by the roar and rushed out 
as well. 

Everyone saw numerous missiles appearing from the south, flying in the 
sky. 

The scene was more thrilling than a blockbuster movie. 

These missiles were heading toward Southlake City. 

Seeing this, everyone felt extremely uneasy as they were terrified. 

Did Diatoran intend to bomb the entire Southlake City? 

At the Hudson residence, Richard continued to fiercely beat Alicia. 

Alicia was in a miserable state and looked horrible. But nobody in the 

Hudson family showed her mercy. Instead, they watched with keen 

interest. 



As she was about to lose consciousness, she heard a deafening roar. 
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Everyone was startled and looked up at the sky. 

Countless missiles were flying for the south. 

Seeing this, everyone panicked. 

“What’s happening?” Richard asked nervously. 

“Bad news! Diatoran is firing missiles at us!” a Vadesian soldier 
exclaimed in panic. 

Robert was also shocked by the scene. 

He was confused as to why Caspian sent so many missiles. Was Caspian 

planning to bomb the entire city? 

But there were still so many innocent people there. Was Caspian that 

cruel? 

In an instant, those missiles descended from the sky. It was evident they 

were targeting the area around the Hundson residence. 

“Protect the safety of the Champion!” a soldier shouted. 

Robert’s guards immediately rushed to shield him. 

Meanwhile, the rest lay down on the ground. 

Richard and the rest of the Hudsons were frightened and ran in all 
directions. 

Richard was so scared that his legs went weak. 

Alicia, who was already weak, felt relief upon seeing the missiles in the 
sky. She didn’t mind being killed by an explosion as it seemed like a 

greater escape. 



Henry wanted to escape, but he was bound and unable to move at all. 
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The guards around the Hudson family were struck with panic when they 
saw the missiles falling. 

Explosions sounded outside the Hudson residence! 

Within a few miles of the perimeter, the soldiers of Vadesia were 

gruesomely obliterated. 

The missiles didn’t hit the Hudson residence as this was all part of 
Caspian’s plan.. 

The soldiers positioned within a mile of the Hudson residence were now 
filled with fear, though they weren’t harmed by the missiles. 

The Vadesia warships at the sea of the South Aridlands War Zone 

observed three Hurricane Missiles heading toward their direction. 

They attempted to intercept with their anti–missile defense system but to 
no avail. 

The Vadesia soldiers on the ships were terrified, with some even jumping 
off directly. 

The three Hurricane Missiles descended from different directions. 

Three earth–shaking sounds reverberated across the ocean. 

The overwhelming power of the Hurricane Missiles shattered the 
Vadesian warships into pieces. 

Countless soldiers were blown into oblivion. 

The sea churned with colossal waves, resembling an apocalyptic moment. 



Not a single Vadesian soldier survived. 

Those warships were all destroyed as well. 

In an instant, Astronia’s troops and Vadesia’s troops were eliminated. 

This was the first deployment of Hurricane Missiles by Diatoran as they 
had. never been revealed before. 

Their debut annihilated tens of thousands of enemy troops! 

Upon witnessing the missile launch at Riverside Villa, Caspian raised his 

arms and shouted, “Let the massacre begin!” 

Instantly, numerous tracked vehicles and tanks started moving. 
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40 thousand armored soldiers and 150 thousand troops moved 
simultaneously. 

Caspian led the way with Phoenix Vanguard and headed toward the 

Hudson residence. 

Willow and Zoey stood outside the villa and gazed at the mushroom 
clouds in the distance. Their emotions were becoming extremely intense. 

“Is Caspian launching an attack with his forces?” Willow asked. 

“Maybe? There were missile explosions just now, and now all the armies 
are moving. It seems like a large–scale war is about to break out,” Zoey 

said. 

“This battle is not trivial. It’d be best if it ends soon. Otherwise, many 

innocent lives will be affected,” Willow remarked. 

“Yeah! If only we could witness the battle, but unfortunately, we can’t!” 

Zoey said with a hint of helplessness. 



“Exactly! I suddenly envy Macy and Sylvia. I also want to be a soldier!” 
Willow sighed. 

At this moment, Sylvia and Desmond, along with their respective forces, 

launched their attack. 

After the missile bombardment, the Vadesian soldiers were in chaos. 

Sylvia and Desmond’s attack at this moment was a deadly blow to them. 

The enemy was beaten with no chance of resisting. 

The forces of Sylvia and Desmond were full of enthusiasm as they finally 
had the opportunity to vent their pent–up frustrations. 

Meanwhile, in the South Aridlands War Zone, Benjamin gave the order. 

Numerous fighter jets flew toward Southlake City. 

They were ready for aerial combat to annihilate the enemy forces! 

The moment of the ultimate showdown had finally arrived. 

Caspian’s plan was happening as planned, and it was executed flawlessly. 

At the Hudson residence, the enemy soldiers were in complete disarray 
as they witnessed the missile attack. 

“Get out of the way! You’re crushing me!” Robert grumbled. 
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Although these guards intended to protect, with three to four people 
pressing down on him, Robert was more likely to be crushed to death 

before being killed by a bomb. 

The soldiers quickly stood up. 

Richard and the members of the Hudson family fled in all directions. 

However, they noticed that everything around them had exploded except 

the Hudson residence. 



They chose to stay put. 

“Caspian has begun action! Send my orders, prepare for battle!” Robert 
patted the dirt off himself. 

As a Champion, he had witnessed grand scenes and was quick to adjust 

ie state. 

At this moment, a deputy hurriedly ran over while panting, “Champion! 
Our garrison has been hit by missiles. Our forces are almost wiped out.” 

“What? How’s that possible?” Robert exclaimed in astonishment. 

He was pinned down by a few soldiers earlier and had no idea what was 

happening. 

“That’s right. It seems that Diatoran’s missiles had located the position of 

our garrison. The soldiers near the Hudson residence have almost been 
entirely obliterated,” the deputy said. 

Robert’s expression darkened suddenly. He sensed that something wasn’t 

right. 

Everyone in the Hudson family shuddered upon hearing this news. All of 

Robert’s troops were dead? 

If Caspian rushed over with a large army, wouldn’t they be in trouble? 

“Didn’t we just change the garrison’s position? How could they locate our 
troops? 

Robert angrily questioned. 

“Surely, the information was leaked!” the deputy urgently replied. 

“You bunch of useless fools! A Diatoranian spy must’ve infiltrated here 

and none of you noticed it!” Robert erupted. 

“We didn’t expect it either!” the deputy said somewhat helplessly. 



“Immediately contact the naval forces and have them rush to support.” 
Robert maintained his composure. 

Their main forces were all at sea. 
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As long as reinforcements arrived in time, they still had a chance in this 
battle. 

There was no use in getting angry now as Robert needed to figure out 
how to deal with the upcoming battle. 

“Yes, sir!” The deputy picked up the satellite phone and contacted 
Vadesia’s naval forces. 

However, no one answered the call. 

“Champion! The call can’t get through!” the deputy said anxiously. 

“What’s going on? How can the phone not get through at such a critical 

moment? “What’s going “Robert said, infuriated. 

“I have no idea! Could our naval forces also have been annihilated?” 

“Stop joking around. Our naval forces are extremely powerful, and we 
have an advanced anti–missile system. Diatoran can’t possibly destroy 
our naval forces!” Robert asserted firmly. 

If Diatoran was that capable, they wouldn’t have the chance to enter 
Southlake City. 

At that moment, an intelligence officer rushed over with a satellite 
phone. 

“Champion, you have an urgent message from the coastal defense 
commander!” 

Robert picked up the satellite phone and said, “Robert speaking. What’s 

going on? 



“Champion, our naval forces have been completely annihilated by 
Diatoran’s super missiles!” A trembling voice came through the phone. 

The commander had been leading his troops to guard the coastline of 

Southlake City. He had just witnessed the forces of Astronia and Vadesia 

being bombed into ashes. He was now feeling terrified. 

“What? The naval forces have been completely annihilated?” Robert 
couldn’t believe it. 

He even felt like he had misheard. 

“That’s right. The explosion just ended. Three super–large missiles 
obliterated. hundreds 

of thousands of naval forces, leaving nothing behind,” the commander 
said, his heart trembling with fear. 
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Robert, who was initially composed, couldn’t hold back his emotions at 
this 

moment. 

He stood still in shock. 

“How could this be? It’s impossible!” Robert shook his head, unable to 
accept the reality. 

“I’m not sure either. The destructive power of these missiles is extremely 
strong. They seem to be a new type of weapon!” the commander said. 

Hearing this, Robert was completely dumbfounded. 

He never expected that Diatoran would violate international conventions 

by using large missiles. 



Weren’t they afraid of international condemnation? 

“Champion, what’s going on?” Robert’s adjutant asked. 

He noticed that something was amiss with Robert’s expression. 

“Our naval forces have been completely annihilated by Diatoran’s super–
large missiles!” Robert said with a pale face. 

Upon hearing his words, the soldiers around him widened their eyes. 

“We’re doomed! Now, only we are left in Southlake City. With no naval 

forces, there’s no way for us to retreat! It seems like we’re done for!” 

“Who would’ve thought Caspian would use such means?” 

“This is too ruthless. Diatoran actually used super–large missiles!” 

“What should we do now?” 

The soldiers became increasingly panicked, and they regretted their 

choices. 

However, it was too late. 

When the people from the Hudson family heard that the naval forces of 
Astronia and Vadesia were annihilated, they trembled in fear. 

Although they didn’t understand the situation, the destruction of the 
naval forces of these two countries meant that Robert’s and Viktor’s 
forces were all that was left. Without reinforcements, they couldn’t 

retreat from Southlake City. 

It was too late to get troops from Astronia and Vadesia. 
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These two countries were quite far from Diatoran. Even if flying at 
supersonic speed, it would still take some time. 



The people from the Hudson family initially thought that by seeking 
refuge in Vadesia, they wouldn’t have to worry about anything. 

However, they could never have imagined that the situation on the 

battlefield. would change rapidly. Diatoran was initially at a 

disadvantage, but they now gained the upper hand due to Caspian’s plan. 

Once Vadesia and Astronia failed, the Hudson family would become 
traitors. By then, they would certainly have no way out. 

Upon hearing that the enemy’s naval forces were eliminated, Alicia 
became spirited and saw a glimmer of hope. 

At the Archer residence, Viktor and his subordinates noticed that they 
were not 

under attack and relaxed a little. 

“Is there a malfunction in their targeting system? Why are the missiles 
off course? Everyone, stay in place. No need to panic!” Viktor laughed. 

“Champion! There’s an urgent message from the coastline!” A soldier ran 
over with a satellite phone. 

“Viktor speaking. What’s going on?” Viktor picked up the call. 

“Champion! Bad news!” The voice of Astronia’s commander sounded 
terrified. 

“What happened? Why are you all flustered?” Viktor asked impatiently. 

“Our naval forces and the aircraft carriers were all blown to smithereens 
by -missiles,” said Astronia’s commander. 

The commander had been guarding the coast, so he witnessed the 
explosion and 

extreme waves. 

He was terrified and immediately reported to Viktor. 



“What?” Viktor couldn’t believe what he heard. 

“All our forces are gone!” the commander repeated. 

Upon hearing this, Viktor stood still in shock. 

“How is this possible? Our naval ships have a strong anti–missile system. 
How could they be completely annihilated?” he asked angrily. 

“It seems like Diatoran used some super–large missiles. Those missiles 
have infinite power, and ordinary anti–missile systems don’t seem to 
work on them. 
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“Our 20 to 30 thousand troops are all gone? Including the hundreds of 
navy ships? They’re all gone too?” Viktor wasn’t ready to give up. 

“Yes. Those three missiles launched by Diatoran caused a ginormous 
wave and swept all our forces!” answered the commander. 

Viktor’s expression darkened. 

He remained silent for a long time. 

“Diatoran actually violated international conventions by using super–
large missiles. Aren’t they afraid of condemnation?” Viktor said angrily. 

With that, he directly hung up the phone. 

He was in a bad mood now. With the naval forces annihilated, his forces 

in Southlake City had lost all support. 

He had no way out. 

The only solution now was to report Diatoran’s use of super–large 
missiles to the International Alliance. 



Viktor immediately contacted the King of Astronia, hoping that the King 
would inform the International Alliance about the situation and they 

would deal with 

Diatoran. 

The soldiers around Viktor became extremely afraid when they knew that 
the naval forces were annihilated.. 

“With the naval forces gone, how can we continue the fight?” 

“It seems Caspian has taken action. We have no way out now.” 

“Hopefully, the International Alliance can send reinforcements!” 

Even if there are reinforcements, by the time they arrive, we’ll have 
already been wiped out.” 

The soldiers were discussing anxiously. 

When the people from the Archer family learned of the destruction of the 

naval forces of Astronia and Vádesia, they were terrified. 

If Diatoran won, they would become traitors and would have no way out. 

Even Kenzie was in a panic. 

Everyone was plunged into the fear of the unknown. 
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Upon hearing the explosion outside, Laina became even more delighted. 

She knew that the battle had begun, and she didn’t have to worry about a 

single thing. Victory would surely belong to Diatoran. 

Taking advantage of the current situation with no one in the room, she 

knew she had to leave as soon as possible. 

Although her hands and feet were tied, she found that the ropes weren’t 

tied very tightly! 



After finishing the call with the King, Viktor consoled his subordinates 
who were panicking. 

“Don’t panic. I just spoke with His Majesty, and he’s furious to learn 

what 

happened. He’ll file a lawsuit against Diatoran with the International 
Alliance. Reinforcements are coming our way!” 

Upon hearing his words, everyone felt a little relieved. 

“We’re saved!” 

“Diatoran is truly ruthless for violating the international conventions by 
using super–large missiles. Are they going to fight against the world?” 

“Caspian is vicious. Did he earn the title of Diatoranian God of War 
through such methods? I wonder how Diatoran will respond to the 

International Alliance’s condemnation!” 

The soldiers began to discuss. 

At this moment, a deputy rushed in. 

“Report! Diatoran’s forces have started their attack! Caspian is also 

leading his troops toward us!” the deputy said anxiously. 

When they heard this, they began to panic. They didn’t expect Caspian to 

be so swift. 
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“What’s the situation now?” Viktor asked. 

“Sylvia’s and Desmond’s forces are still attacking. Their momentum is 

overwhelming, and we can’t fight them off. Caspian, along with his 150 

thousand soldiers, is also about to arrive!” the deputy answered. 



“How many troops do Sylvia and Desmond have? Why can’t we hold on?” 
Viktor asked angrily. 

just now left everyone in a 

“The missile attack panic. No one is in the right mind to battle right 
now!” the deputy said. 

“Stop them immediately. We must hold on and persist until the 

International. Alliance comes to support,” Viktor shouted loudly. 

“Yes!” the deputy replied. 

At the Hudson residence, Robert also informed the King of Vadesia about 
the situation here and reported Caspian’s use of super–large missiles. 

Upon learning about this, the King of Vadesia was furious. He also stated 
that he would seek help from the International Alliance to deal with 

Diatoran. 

Hearing this, Robert breathed a sigh of relief. As long as he could hold on 

till reinforcements arrived, he had hope. 

“Don’t panic, everyone. I’ve already discussed the next steps with the 
King. Diatoran violated international laws by using super–large missiles, 

and this has angered the International Alliance. Reinforcements will 
come to aid us,” Viktor told everyone. 

The soldiers breathed a sigh of relief as they heard this. 

“As long as the International Alliance comes to our aid, we’ll have hope.” 

“Exactly! Diatoran’s super–large missiles have caused the death of our 
soldiers. This is too inhumane.” 

“That’s right. Caspian must’ve resorted to using super missiles out of 
desperation.” 

“I guess Diatoran will face joint condemnation from the International 

Alliance!” 



The public was discussing the affair. 
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There was an internationally agreed consensus that no super missiles 

were allowed to be used even in the event of war. 

The people from the Hudson family also relaxed upon hearing Robert’s 
words. As long as Robert and Viktor were alive, they wouldn’t be in 

danger. 

“Caspian is doomed! Diatoran is likely to accelerate their downfall. 

Hahaha!” Richard laughed. 

“That’s right. Fortunately, we sought refuge with Champion Robert. 

Otherwise, we would’ve become homeless refugees,” Grant said. 

“Grant, you’re right. You made the correct choice to join us,” Robert said 

with a smile. 

Although the naval forces had been annihilated, now that the 

International Alliance was getting involved, Robert felt that victory 
would belong to him. 

With the International Alliance, he had nothing to fear. 

“Yes! I hope you can help us more in the future, Champion,” Grant said. 

“Grant, you can rest assured. Since I promised you, I’ll definitely fulfill it. 
When we acquire Southlake City, your family will be the ruler of this 
city! I won’t mistreat you,” Robert said. 

At this moment, a deputy rushed in. “Report! Sylvia and Desmond’s 
forces have launched an attack on us!” 

“They don’t have many troops. What’s there to panic about!” Robert said 
disdainfully. 

“Although they don’t have a lot of men with them, they have the 

armored. battalion. Not to mention, the soldiers of Diatoran are like 



madmen. They’re going on a killing spree. We can’t resist at all,” the 
deputy replied. 

“How is that possible? Our troops are well–trained. Why can’t we beat 

them?” Robert asked with some doubt. 

“The missiles caused heavy injuries to us earlier, and our soldiers haven’t 
recovered yet,” the deputy replied. 

“Start the counter–attack immediately. We must hold on until the 
International Alliance comes to support us. By then, we can definitely 
win!” Robert shouted loudly. 

There weren’t many soldiers left. There was only a small number left to 
resist the attacks of Sylvia and others. 
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Robert also needed to keep some soldiers around himself. 

Just in case someone tried to assassinate him, he would be able to save 

himself. 

At first, Robert had purposely set traps to lure Caspian. But now, he 
hoped Caspian wouldn’t appear. 

“Yes!” A few deputies immediately ran out. 

At this time, an intelligence officer rushed in. 

“Champion! Bad news!” the officer exclaimed in fear. 

“What happened?” Robert asked with displeasure. 

“Caspian is leading 200 thousand troops into Southlake City!” the officer 
replied. 

“What? 200 thousand troops? Where did Caspian gather such a massive 
force?” Robert panicked. 



“Caspian’s armored battalion has 40 thousand men, and he has an 
additional 200 thousand soldiers from the South Aridlands War Zone. 

Along with some special forces, the number is near 200 thousand!” the 
intelligence officer explained. 

“Immediately convey my order–we must hold off Caspian’s attack. We 
need to hold on until the International Alliance comes to our aid!” Robert 
was completely alarmed now. 

“Yes!” the intelligence officer immediately ran out. 

After the recent bombardment, Robert’s forces were now reduced to less 

than 50 thousand. 

At this moment, Caspian was leading nearly 200 thousand troops and 

were on their way to Southlake City. 

“Lord Caspian, if we use Hurricane Missiles, will it trigger a warning 

from the International Alliance?” Macy asked worriedly. 

She had just learned that Caspian had used the Hurricane Missiles. 

“Don’t worry, I’ve already discussed this matter with His Majesty. He’ll 
handle it, 

Caspian said confidently. 

“Does the King have a solution?” she asked. 

“You’ll understand later. Don’t worry about this. We just need to 
eliminate Robert and the others,” he said with an air of indifference. 
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“Okay!” Macy nodded and didn’t ask further. 

“The enemy is now restricted and helpless. We can take advantage of this 

opportunity to kill Robert and Viktor! Let’s make them pay for their 
actions!” Caspian declared. 



“I believe you’ll surely defeat them!” Macy said firmly. 

When they were not far from the Hudson residence, Caspian divided his 
army into three groups. One would head to the coastline of Southlake 

City, one would attack Robert, and another would attack Viktor. 

Meanwhile, the 40 thousand armored soldiers would intercept the forces 
between Robert and Viktor, leaving both sides on their own. 

And Caspian would personally lead Phoenix Vanguard to besiege the 
Hudson residence. 

When the timing was right, Caspian would charge in and kill Robert then 
save the Stewart siblings. 

The battle was crucial. Victory was the only option! 

The Almighty Lord Caspian Chapter 600 

Chapter 600 The King 

The 40 thousand armored soldiers launched a fierce attack on Robert’s 

forces. surrounding the Hudson residence. 

The sound of gunfire continued incessantly. 

When Robert’s 30 to 40 thousand troops saw such large forces, they 
began to panic. 

However, they weren’t going to sit idly by. They started initiating 
counter- attacks. 

Inside the Hudson residence, the Hudson family members were 
extremely terrified when they heard the intense sounds of battle outside. 

They knew that there weren’t many left of Robert’s forces. The garrison 
and navy forces were all wiped out after the missile strikes. 

“Champion Robert, Caspian’s forces are already here. Do you have a 
solution?” Grant urgently asked. 



He didn’t want to become a captive. 

“Don’t panic. I still have 30 to 40 thousand elite soldiers. Caspian can’t 
break through our defenses so quickly. Moreover, the International 

Alliance will come soon. By then, Diatoran will cease the attack,” Robert 

confidently stated. 

“For safety’s sake, I suggest we let go of the Stewart siblings,” Richard 
said. nervously. 

If he had known that such a situation would happen, he wouldn’t have 
beaten Alicia so harshly earlier. 

Richard hoped that by showing some mercy to Alicia, she would forgive 
him. 

“How foolish! Do you think there’s a way out? There’s only one way now, 
which is to side with me. If Caspian’s forces break through, you’ll have 

no way out!” Robert said harshly. 

The news of Diatoran using Hurricane Missiles to destroy the navies of 

Astronia and Vadesia had spread internationally. 

This had caused discussion among various nations. 

The leaders of Astronia and Vadesia submitted applications to the 
International Alliance. They charged Diatoran guilty of violating human 
rights by employing super–large missiles in breach of international laws. 
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They jointly requested the International Alliance to intervene and 
suppress Diatoran. 

The leadership of the International Alliance discussed the matter among 
themselves. 

“Diatoran violated international treaties by using super–large missiles. 

We can’t tolerate such actions. Otherwise, other countries may also 

violate conventions in the future!” 



“Exactly! We must teach Diatoran a lesson. Wiping out Diatoran doesn’t 
seem like a bad idea!” 

“That’s right. Diatoran must pay a heavy price. If other countries follow 

suit, it’ll create chaos. By then, it’ll be even more challenging to control 

super–large missiles in the future.‘ 

“I agree. Once the International Alliance sends our troops, we’ll 
undoubtedly take down Diatoran within two weeks!” 

“To safeguard the dignity of the International Alliance, we must harshly 
reprimand Diatoran!” 

The members of the International Alliance unanimously supported 
military intervention against Diatoran. 

The head of the International Alliance didn’t say much when he saw the 
members. standing unanimously. 

Just as he was about to agree, Diatoran issued an official statement. 

The statement announced the successful detonation of the newly 
developed Hurricane Missiles in the sea of South Aridlands. 

This declaration marked Diatoran’s entry into a new era. 

Upon seeing this official statement, the members of the International 
Alliance were dumbfounded. 

The leader didn’t dare to act recklessly and decided to have a 
conversation with Balthazar to clarify the situation. 

“Balthazar, you previously signed the international convention that 
prohibits the use of super–large missiles. How can you go back on your 

word?” the leader asked through a satellite phone call. 

“Alliance Leader, we didn’t intend to use the Hurricane Missiles. We were 

– 
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Balthazar replied. 

Upon hearing his words, the alliance leader was so infuriated that he 

couldn’t speak for a moment. “You must’ve known that the navies of 
Vadesia and Astronia were in your waters. Did you intentionally conduct 
tests there?” 

“What? Such a thing happened? Why were they in our waters? No one 
informed! me about it!” Balthazar said. 

“Stop pretending. As the King of Diatoran, how could you not be aware of 
such a significant event? I believe you did this intentionally!” the leader 
said angrily. 

“Let me be frank. So what if I knew? That’s our territory, and we’re free 

to 

do what we want. I didn’t invite the navies of the two countries into our 

waters. 

“Not to mention, they insisted on attacking us. Should we have just 
waited for death? Does that comply with the international conventions? 

“Moreover, the fact that I didn’t launch the Hurricane Missiles into their 
country is already showing my biggest respect to the International 

Alliance!” Balthazar said fiercely. 

“You’re… You’re spouting nonsense!” The leader continued, “Diatoran 

hast violated the laws by using the Hurricane Missiles. Are you not afraid 
of the International Alliance?” 

“I may have violated the convention, but Vadesia, Astronia, Estrya, and 
Filren were the first to launch attacks on Diatoran. Why didn’t the 
International 

Alliance intervene then? 



“Now that we’re trying to fight off the enemy, you want to intervene? 

“I suspect you want to curry favor from these countries, right? I might as 
well. blow up the International Alliance!” Balthazar said indignantly. 

“You… You’re too arrogant! Believe it or not, I will mobilize forces to 
subdue Diatoran!” the alliance leader said in exasperation. 

“We have Caspian, the Diatoranian God of War. I’m not afraid of anyone! 

Including the International Alliance!” Balthazar replied arrogantly. 

“Just one Caspian is enough to make you this arrogant? Is he capable of 

fighting the entire International Alliance?” the leader responded casually. 

“When Vadesia, Astrónia, Estrya, and Filren launched their attack on 

Diatoran, Caspian used less than a week to repel Estrya and Filren. 

“Now, Vadesia and Astronia are on the verge of defeat. With such a 

formidable 
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confidently. 

Such a result could only be achieved by Diatoran. 

After hearing this, the alliance leader was momentarily stunned. 

He felt that Balthazar’s argument made some sense. 

While Diatoran was under siege from four sides, Caspian managed to 

resolve the crisis instantly. 

Diatoran didn’t suffer didn’t much loss even under the attack of four 

nations- unlike other countries that were defeated within a day or two. 

The International Alliance was indeed fearful of how powerful Caspian 

was. 



As the leader of the alliance, he valued his reputation and didn’t want to 
look bad. 

“Caspian is impressive, but the International Alliance is equally filled 

with talents. Believe it or not, if hundreds of countries in this alliance 

work together, Diatoran will be wiped out in minutes!” 

 


